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Abstract: Mobile phone applications interfaces offer great support to
various age group users. There is a lot of Mobile Human Computer
Interaction (here after HCI) research work going on, which is found in
User Experience – UX issues. Until now little research work is done on
Mobile phone icons and its effect on learn ability for various age group
users. The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of mobile phone
icons characteristics on users’ age groups. In current research work we
carry out an exploratory study followed by an in-depth experimental
based study in order to find out which icons characteristics effect icon
usability for various age group users. From experimental results, it is
revealed that elderly have more issues while interpreting mobile phone
icons, but specifically icon characteristics-semantic distance, familiarity
and complexity- are having potential in order to improve icon user
experience. We further discuss how design guidelines can support
application designers to design application icons that can be adopted by
various age group users and be beneficial for them.
Keywords: Mobile Phone Icons, User Experience, Age Groups

Introduction
Icons are essential component of user interfaces, as
they turn into a gateway to the vast number of
functionalities for such mobile devices. As there is a
growth in new technologies and platforms, there is a
growth in number of users who use those
technologies. Many users lack skills in mobile phone
technologies as they are unable to understand and
operate those applications (Wilkinson et al., 2013).
The end users are the main target of the market
producing new platforms and technologies. It is
observed that little research work has been carried out
on the influence of graphical icons on various age
group users when using modern mobile phone
technologies (Ghayas et al., 2013a). As age grows,
there is effect on cognition and perception capabilities
which results effecting elderly users’ ability in
interpreting icons (Marcus, 2013).
Initial user experience with icons is an important
factor for learn ability in order to use mobile
technology because of the diverse features,
functionalities and user interfaces available on mobile

platforms (Gatsou et al., 2012). Mobile devices
functionalities differ from what is offered in computer
desktop or laptop domain. Some of the examples are
text entry methods and Internet options. Majority of
those functionalities can only be retrieved using special
designed icons and buttons. As mobile phones have
specific operating systems (such as Symbian, Windows
Mobile, Palm OS, Blackberry OS and I phone IOS) and
each operating system provides its own set of designed
icons. Initial user experience with icons is critical for
mobile phones, reason is that they appear to develop
rapidly, thus the users are inclined to change mobile
phones more constantly as compared to computers.
Many icons design guidelines have been published.
Some established examples are: "Icons and image
design for IOS" (Apple, 2014), "Andriod
Iconography" (Android, 2014), "Icons should be
suggestive of the functionality which they are
associated" (Benson et al., 2010) and "Icons and
familiarity level" (Heim and Heim 2008). These
guidelines are general in nature and have been applied
to all age group users. However, until now it is not
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known whether these existing universal design
guidelines as claimed by others (Kobayashi et al.,
2011; Gatsou et al., 2012; Mäkelä, 2015) are
applicable to age related differences. The majority of
design guidelines are only applicable to younger
population (Haverila, 2013, Mäkelä, 2015), thus,
ignoring the elderly. The motivation of our research
work is to explore whether these existing design
guidelines can be generalized for age related
difference and hence, can be adopted for the elderly.
The objective of this research paper is to prove
experimentally the influence of icons characteristics
on various age group in term of icon user experience.
From the qualitative part of our previous study we
identify the icons characteristics which either obstruct
or help user experience (Ghayas et al., 2014). The
study was conducted in order to understand the
various age related difference in icons usability and
identification of icons characteristics which is
affecting user experiences for elderly. The results
from our exploratory study are the important icon
characteristics which are complexity, familiarity and
semantic distance. In order to investigate in detail,
the effect of each of icon characteristics on the icons
user experiences, we extend the study and further
explore with the help of experiment in order to see the
effect of characteristics on various age group users
i.e., with younger and older adults. This is the central
essence of this paper. Since there is little literature
available on icons interpretability issues that elderly
experience (Hawthorn, 2005; Siek et al., 2005). In this
research work, we will focus on the initial learning
and learning in long term (extended learning) while
learning mobile phone icons.
A

B

The aim of this study is to investigate the effects of
mobile phone icons characteristics on users’ age groups.
The review of past studies will enable us to explore the
design icons and its characteristics which are associated
with overall user experience and also the user experience
of the application in which the icon is used. For example,
Fig. 1 below shows some examples of these icons from
two different mobile platforms.
Past research work (Heim and Heim, 2008), reports
that there are a few icons characteristics identified which
affect its usability. Those characteristics are visual detail,
color and size. It also includes the icons choices and
meanings. Other study (Horton, 1994), focuses on user
characteristics (e.g., user intelligence, experience and
cultural background) and in the domain in which the
icon is found (e.g., User interface, mobile device,
functions) as factors that influence icon usability.
Similarly, there are a few other studies which explore the
overall effects on icon usability of some of these
characteristics, for example, animation (Baecker et al.,
1991) and spacing and size (Lindberg and Näsänen,
2003). While most of these works are related to the
physical characteristics, less is done on other aspects of
icons characteristics and its effect on users’ perception.
According to a research study (McDougall et al.,
2000), pertaining to the effects of icon characteristics
(concreteness and complexity) on different tasks
involved, search and linking icons with labels has been
investigated. It reports that test participants of the
study found is very difficult in order to interpret
abstract icons as compared to concrete icons. The
researcher recommends that the use of concrete icons
increase the learn ability of interfaces.
C

Fig. 1: Sample icon list
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As reported in a research wok (Wiedenbeck 1999) on
how labels effect on icon usability, test participants did
better with labels provided with text than labels without
text. This study’s results reveal that test participants
perform well with labels than icons without labels. This
indicates that it is very easy to use labeled icons.
Even though not many have focused on icon
characteristics on mobile phones, there are quite a
number who have studied icons in different contexts
such as icons for the road signs and medical signs.
Some studies (Rogers 1989; McDougall et al., 2000)
reveals that concrete icons are preferred than those are
abstract to the users. The concreteness of an icon
should be the same with that in the real world. If
familiarity with icons increased, the benefits of icon
concreteness minimize (McDougall et al., 2000;
Isherwood et al., 2007). The familiarity of an icon
depends on how much a user is more informed about a
particular icon. Also identifying visually complex icons
comes along with long recognition and encoding times
(Arend et al., 1987). In a research work done by
Forsythe et al. (2008) on icons usability who states that
icon familiarity and complexity are correlated and it is
very easy for users to interpret familiar icons.
In this paper, our research work is based on several
Leung, 2009; Gatsou et al., 2012), which basically
explore the effect of concreteness, labels and semantic
distance on various age group users. These researchers
were specifically looking into initial icon usability.
According to other research work (Rogers and Oborne,
1987; Green and Barnard 1990; Stotts, 1998), icon
identification is the key element of a task in which the
concreteness will affect the user perception when
identifying icons. The reason is that concrete icons
depict objects, allowing people to use their knowledge of
the everyday world in order to interpret them but this is
less easily done with abstract icons. We further extend
the above reported work by not only looking into initial
icon usability, but using more depth based strategy and
interested to find out what the effects will be in long
term use of those icons. The interesting situation is that,
now we have third generation of mobile phone icons.
Those icons are basically the operating system provided
icons. In summary, we need to explore the overall
mobile phone icons users experience including the
operating system provided icons.

Qualitative Exploratory Study Methodology
In order to find out the Effects of Mobile Phone Icons
Characteristics on Users’ Age groups perceptions, we
carried out a qualitative exploratory study reported in our
previous experiment (Ghayas et al., 2013b). This study
involves 25 users representing the older and younger
groups. All users have basic knowledge of computers
and mobile phones. Icons from two mobile phones
brands are used in the study which are: (i) Motorola
droid Bionic and (ii) Samsung Galaxy. The first stage of

the study involves the test participants interpreting the
icons provided on both phones and how they associate
them to the real world objects. Participants were then
invited to examine each icon then identify the object they
saw on that particular icon and say out loud which
mobile phone functionality should be associated with it.
In the second stage, participants were asked to carry out
a series of tasks on each provided phone. For example:
Locating icons for a specific program (e.g., Wi-Fi
program) or functionality (e.g., settings).
From the
study, important findings of the icon characteristics and
its effects on various age group users’ were identified.
These icon characteristics are complexity, familiarity and
semantic distance. The details of this study have been
reported in the research work on icons characteristics
(Ghayas et al., 2013b).

Experimental Study Methodology
Based on the qualitative exploratory study described
above, we setup a detailed experiment in order to do an
in-depth investigation to what level familiarity,
complexity and semantic distance affect initial icon user
experience in various age group users.
The hypotheses of the experiment were identified as
follows:
•

•

•

•

Hypothesis 1: Elderly users encounter more
difficulties in overall icon interpretation of mobile
phone than younger adults
Hypothesis 2: Elderly users encounter more
difficulties in terms of interpreting complex icons of
mobile phone than younger adults
Hypothesis 3: Elderly users encounter more
difficulties in distinguishing semantically close
mobile phone icons than younger adults
Hypothesis 4: Younger adults are more familiar
with the mobile phone icons than the elderly

Experimental Design
In our experimental design we used 4-factor mixed
design method: two age groups (20-40 and 50+),
familiarity, complexity and semantic distance which are
all with-in subject factors.

Test Participants
Two groups of equal numbers were formed,
consisting of 60 test participants in total. The first group
consists of those participants ranging from 20 to 40 years
old (younger adults) while the second from 50+ years of
age (older adults). Test participants were invited through
departmental advertisement boards. It was a pre-requisite
for all the participants that they should have some
experience with usage of mobile phones, correct
eyesight, no color blindness and fluency in English.
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Before conducting the study a few tests were conducted
on to the test users, such as vision test and verbal
fluency. The test mechanism used was Snellen eye test
and the FAS test (Benton and Hamsher, 1983),
respectively. The results confirmed that the test users had
normal vision and meeting verbal fluency levels as
required for conducting the study.

Measures
Data were collected to test our hypothesis. Each icon
tested was given a score. This is in association with the
responses from questions and icons provided in survey. The
score is obtained for the following dependent variables:

the study. All participants were requested to carefully
read the consent form before signing it. The first ten
minutes was given to familiarize test users with the
functionalities of existing modern mobile phones (e.g.
camera programme and using the Internet).
In the main study session, each participant was shown
the icons list and was given the questions for each single
icon that was presented. The participant has to rate each
icon with regards to the question prepared. The following
are the sample questions asked during the experiment from
the test participants pertaining to the icons:
1.
2.

1.

2.
3.

4.

The degree on how accurate the icon is while
identification procedure of icons is taking place.
(Values to be used: 0 or 1)
The degree of accuracy in interpreting the icons.
(Values to be used: 0 or 1)
The confidence level of the participants in
interpreting the icons meaning (values to be used:
scale 1-5; 1 = no sure; 5 = very much assure)
The degree of familiarity with the icons (values
from 1-5)

In our experimental study, we focused on the
initial usability required for mobile phone interfaces
and then the long term use of them. Familiarity scores
of the test users with icons in our study were
measured in order to assess and control the effect of
the icons on the initial user experience measures.

Materials
We selected icons from different mobile phones
that are popular in year 2013. Mobile phones brands
selected were Samsung Galaxy S3, Samsung Nexus,
Apple i-Phone, Blackberry bold and Nokia Lumia.
All icons taken from above phones are presented in a
list shown in Fig. 1 (sample icons list). We enlarged
most of the icons to minimize effects of icons sizes
due to differences in vision capabilities among the
participants. All icons were displayed on the computer
screen when presenting them to the test participants.
Four students from Human computer interaction
cluster rated the complexity, familiarity and semantic
distance of all the provided icons in experiment.

Procedures and Study Samples
The study was mainly carried out in the HCItesting lab located at Computer and Information
Sciences
Department,
University
Technology
PETRONAS while a few of the sessions were
conducted at the participants’ places. We also visited
community centers in order to carry out test with
elderly. A consent form was given before conducting

3.
4.

Identification of the icon objects - (example: What
can you see in the icon?)
Interpreting the icon’s functionality - (example:
How can we use the icon?)
Level of familiarity with the icon - (example: Have
you experience this icon before?)
Confidence level while interpreting icons - (example:
Are you sure on the functionality of the icon?)

Statistics Scores
The scores of test participants understanding and
identification of icons were recorded. Also
interpretation of the icons meanings was scored
during the test session. Three HCI experts rate the test
scores for the experiment. We calculated agreement
percentage of how icons identified for both groups.
Scores were 80% and 88% respectively.
In order to assess the measure of icon identification
and interpretation, the raters focused more on the
description of thoughts. On the other hand, raters avoid
the use of exact words or phrases. Example is, if a user
has been asked to open a camera programme, responses
with either to open camera programme or icon for a
camera application would be scored as correct. During
test, we are not supposed to let test users know about
their response either correct or incorrect.

Results and Analysis
The aim of this study is, to investigate the effects
of mobile phone icons characteristics on users’ age
groups. To achieve the above aim, we used Cramer’s
V test in order to measure the strength, level of
association and effect sizes between our experimental
variables. The sample interpretation of association or
effect sizes is described in Table 1.
Based on the results from SPSS-16, the analysis
provides no association (or no differences) between
Complexity and Age group (younger Vs older)
regarding icons A and E. In addition, the measured
effect sizes presented a medium level of association
(V =0.421 for A). But there is real association (or
difference) exists between Complexity and Age group
regrding icons B, C, D (as p<0.05) and also with high
effect sizes (0.681, 0.596, 0.655).
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Icons for calendar there is medium level of
association (V = 0.435 for D and V = 0.461 for E) and
real association between complexity and age group
regarding icons A, B, C (as p<0.05) and high effect sizes
of (0.694,0.694,0.694) respectively.
To further our analysis, we used ANOVA to test our
hypothesis. The gold standard statistical argument (Cohen,
1988) of inferential statistics is considered. We run a 2 (age
group)
*2(semantic
distance)
*2(complexity)
*2(familiarity) ANOVA in order to find out icon object
identification accuracy. In order to measure both how icon
interpreted and users’ confidence while interpretation, we
design and run a 2(age groups) *2(semantic distance)
*2(complexity) *2(familiarity) ANOVA test.
When a statistical significant result was found, we
followed up with post hoc pair wise comparisons, using
Bonferroni correction to protect against type I error.
Using this correction method resulted in degrees of
freedom that are not whole numbers. In our analysis we
also report the eta-squared (h2) statistics. In statistics etasquared is a extent of effect size, which provide more
detailed information as compared to statistical
significance in applied human-computer interaction
research (Landauer, 1997).
In order to interpret this value, the author (Cohen,
1988) mentioned that 0.01, 0.06 and 0.14 are considered
small, medium and large effect sizes, respectively.

Measuring Level of Confidence and Familiarity
When mean and standard deviation is compared, we
can see that confidence was relatively low while
interpreting icons. While recording scores for user’s
confidence, we only record for correct meaning. There
are few cases where none of users correctly interpret any
icon. Here we did not record any confidence scores for
them. It also reflects the statistical findings.
We explore the users’ level of understanding
(perception) with the given icons in order to see the effect
of users’ experience. According to ANOVA of familiarity
scores it is revealed that younger adults are more familiar
(7 out of 10) than older adults (5 out of 10). We also
explore the overall effect of familiarity on our dependent
variables. From results we see that familiarity is correlated
with our dependent variables (Details in Table 2).
If we have to look on the measures we can see that
familiarity have some effect on our statistical scores. In
further analysis we also run the ANOVA controlling its
effects by dealing it as a covariate. The results reveal that
with controlled familiarity the significance effect on
independent variables remains.

Scores of Interpretation confidence also differ
significantly between the two age groups. Both groups of
participants differ in terms of confident levels while
interpreting icons. The results are summarized in Table 3.

Overall Effect of Complexity, Familiarity and
Semantic Distance
Icons identification - From the experimental results
we found that age related effects on icon familiarity,
complexity and semantic distance. We discussed further
how users identified and interpreted icons Fig. 2.
The elderly performed worst when identifying and
interpreting complex icons which supports hypothesis 2.
All statistical scores for complexity, familiarity and
semantic distance are presented in Table 3.

Icons Interpretation
There is a significant difference in interpretation of
icons between younger and elderly users. The younger
users are better in interpreting icons than elderly users
see Figure 3.
According to hypothesis 4, there are significant
age- related effects in both groups in term of
familiarity while icon interpretation. As the younger
users were more familiar with icons than elderly, so it
is very easy for them to interpret.
Both age group users find it easy to interpret
semantic close icons (p<0.001). Age-related effect was
found when interpreting between complex icons.

Icons Interpretation and Overall Confidence
There is a significant effect of two age groups on
semantic distance, familiarity and complexity. The
younger were more familiar than elderly users; hence
they were more confident in order to interpret icons than
the elderly. Both groups have same confidence levels
when interpreting semantically close icons.

Summary
Our experimental study reveals the following results
related to our hypothesis:
•

•

•

Overall User Experience (UX)
According to Hypothesis no 1, as compared to
younger adults our older adults were not confident while
icon identification and interpretation. Both scores vary
significantly from each other as shown in Table 3.

•
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Hypothesis 1 Supported: Elderly users encounter
more difficulties in overall icon interpretation of
mobile phone than younger adults.
Hypothesis 2 Supported: Elderly users encounter
more difficulties in terms of interpreting complex
icons of mobile phone than younger adults.
Hypothesis 3 Supported: Elderly users encounter
more difficulties in distinguishing semantically
close mobile phone icons than younger adults.
Hypothesis 4 (familiarity) Supported: Younger
adults are more familiar with the mobile phone
icons than the elderly.
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Fig. 3: Icon interpretation by age groups
Table 1: Measure of effect size and Association
Complexity
----------------------------------------Icon
Cramer’s V
P-value
A
0.421
0.069
Calculator
B
0.681
0
C
0.596
0.007
D
0.655
0.001
E
No association No association
Calender
A
0.694
0
B
0.694
0
C
0.649
0.002
D
0.435
0.023
E
0.461
0.014

Familiarity
-----------------------------------------Cramer’s V
P-value
No association
No association
0.733
0
0.451
0.017
0.599
0.002
0.333
0.035
0.5
0.007
0.507
0.016
0.531
0.01
0.478
0.028
0.5
0.4
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Semantic distance
---------------------------------------Cramer’s V
P-value
0.561
0.002
0.682
0
0.503
0.006
0.503
0.017
No association
No association
0.951
0
0.777
0
0.636
0.001
No association
No association
No association
No association
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Table 2: Pearson correlation Measure (Familiarity and icons user experience measure)
r person’s
r2 coefficient of
correlation coefficient
determination
Icon identification score
0.22
0.04
Icon interpretation score
0.35
0.12
Overall confidence score
0.30
0.09

P-value
<0.001
<0.001
<0.001

N
30
30
30

Table 3: Mean, Standard deviation icon user experience scores, for complexity, familial semantic distance (N = 60)
Complexity
Familiarity
Semantic distance
Icon identification
20-40
58% (60%)
80% (8%)
82% (10%)
50+
55% (10%)
50% (15%)
60% (12%)
Interpretation accuracy
20-40
77% (15%)
80% (11%)
78% (10%)
5+
55% (17%)
50% (13%)
48% (12%)
Overall confidence
20-40
3.38 (0.37)
3.40 (0.44)
3.35 (0.45)
50+
3.20 (0.47)
3.18 (0.58)
3.18 (0.52)

Discussion
Findings show support for the above hypothesis as
follows:

Overall Users Experience with Existing Icons
From experimental results it is revealed that elderly
have difficulty while interpreting mobile phone icons.
The findings are matching with the authors Leung et al.
(2009; Cherng et al., 2016). The modern operating
system provided icons are both difficult for elderly and
younger to interpret correctly. Interpreting icons greatly
affect the overall learn ability of interfaces. We can
conclude and suggest that there is a need to redesign
icons to make it more learnable for both age group users.
From the experiment we found that complex icons
and icons which are not familiar for both age groups
are difficult to interpret. In the next section we will
discuss the findings from the experiment and then
derive design guidelines for icons which will improve
the overall learn ability.

Effect of Complexity on Icons Interpretability
From the experimental results, it is revealed that both
age group users have difficulties while identifying and
interpreting complex designed icons (Schröder and
Ziefle, 2008; Leung et al., 2009; Cherng et al., 2016).

Effect of Semantic Distance on Icons Interpretation
From our experimental results it is revealed that it is
very difficult for both groups to interpret icons which
have semantically not close. From results we can see that
semantic distance has larger effect on improving the
learn ability of mobile phone applications interfaces
(Leung, 2009). The reason why it is hard for the users to
interpret semantic far icons is the reason reported in
literature (Ziefle and Bay, 2005; Leung et al., 2010;
Cherng et al., 2016). Many users greatly rely on

understanding of how system works and operates. Icons
with semantic far meaning need exact mental model of
the system that the user can apply while interpreting
icons. Examples are user need to know if a mobile phone
can perform call in order to interpret call icon. Users
from both groups have higher chances of difficulty when
new functions were introduced to them.
From our experimental results icons with semantic
far meaning are difficult for both groups. But that ratio is
higher amongst elderly. One solution to overcome
semantic distance characteristics is design icons having
objects with close semantic meaning. Following are
alternates to reduce semantic distance.

Icon Designed with Close Real World Objects
From our experimental results we can see that more
familiar the users are with the icons, the better users’
experience they have with it. We review the existing
guidelines for mobile phone icons which suggest and
emphasis using familiar metaphors and images to
represent icons. If it is not possible to design icons with
familiar metaphors, then the enough training is provided
to the users about metaphors and interfaces. Most of our
users are very interested to learn the modern icons and
interfaces of mobile phones.
There is ongoing discussion that there will be no
issue in familiarity with mobile phone icons in the future
when the upcoming generations which will be having
much more experience with mobile phone icons and
interfaces. According to a research work (Leung et al.
2012), it was reported that there are a lot of younger
users which still did not interact with modern mobile
application interfaces. Many of our elderly users report
that they do not need the continual learning of modern
mobile phone applications interfaces. As there is a rapid
growth in mobile phone icons development. So there are
more chances that users will be having difficulty to learn
about it and be familiar with it.
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Google

Google setting

Google+

Local

Fig. 4: Operating system specific icons

Designing Operating System Provided Icons
As most of mobile operating system is providing
its own set of icons, it is revealed in our experiment
that it is very difficult for both the group users to
interpret operating system provided icons. Example
Fig. 4, we suggest that operating system provided
icons should be grouped together, which effect user’s
perception and improve their level of familiarity with
those kinds of icons.
As these icons are third generation icons, so as
most of our younger and elderly will be unfamiliar
with these icons. Even the users using specific
platform were unfamiliar with it. Most of users replied
that they are unaware of those icons. That can be
improved by grouping all those icons together, as
those icons work in similar domain.

Icons Selection by Users
According to the experimental results, it is revealed
that icons designed and understand by one user could be
different as perceived by other person. We propose
guideline that mobile icons should not just provide
different functions. The icon can be adaptive and hence
fit to user’s context, e.g., is Internet icon. There are
various images/shapes which can represent an Internet
icon. It is more suitable if users to be empowered that
they can chose to select icons which can be fit to their
context. We expect that if users are able to choose their
icons, will improve overall user experience.

Conclusion
In the current experimental study, our objective was
to find out the effects of icon characteristics on various
age group users, in order to have in-depth idea what
design strategies to use to better design icons. We also
come up with icon design guidelines which can fit
according to user preference and results in better
understand mobile interface and also improve its learn
ability. In first part of our work we conducted a
qualitative exploratory study and found that younger and
older adults face issues while working with mobile
phone icons. There are few icon characteristics identified
which effect overall icon user experience.
In second step we carry out a detailed experimental
study in order to understand the effects of icon
characteristics which are complexity, familiarity and

semantic distance. From our experimental study we
found out that those characteristics affect icon user
experience. Results revealed that it is easy for younger
adults to interpret most of icons as compared to elderly.
Semantic close icons are easy for elderly to interpret,
but they have issues in interpreting complex and less
familiar icons. Operating system provided icons are very
difficult for both the groups to interpret. It is revealed that
younger adults are much familiar with icons than elderly.
From our experimental study it shows that existing
icons should be redesigned for both age group users in
order to improve learn ability. We also derived few icon
design guidelines which will help application designer to
understand age specific needs and design icons which
will be more learnable.
We also suggest the design of semantic close icons and
icon which are more familiar for users. Operating system
provided icons should be group together. Our experimental
results are consistent with many industrial guidelines and
standards. Our results can be integrated with current
practices in order to improve the learn ability of both age
group users using mobile phone applications.
Current and future mobile phone offers a lot of
opportunities for younger and older adults to learn
interfaces and be active user. The more will mobile
phone icons are easier to learn; it will affect the overall
user experience of both age group users.

Implication, Limitations and Future
Research
In this study we presented the icons on the real
mobile phones. This might have some effect on the
results if these icons are presented on paper or on a
computer screen. Future work in the domain will need to
see the extent to which results change, if the medium
which icons should be presented to users are updated.
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